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For Jerry Wu, an international student from Shanghai, 
China, excluding international students from The Rice 
Investment reflects how international students are less 
visible and “to some extent neglected” at Rice.

“The Rice Investment ends up dividing the Rice 
community in terms of drawing such a clear line between 
domestic and international students,” Wu, a Sid Richardson 
College junior, said.

The reasons for excluding  international students from  
The Rice Investment are practical, according to Yvonne 
Romero da Silva, vice president for enrollment.

“Because [The Rice Investment’s] brackets of low and 
middle incomes in the U.S. can often be equivalent to the 
wealthier classes in many foreign countries, it did not 
seem appropriate to simply apply The Rice Investment to 
our international student population,” da Silva said in an 
email. “Instead, we rely on our rigorous need-based analysis 
to assess the financial need of our international students 
according to their specific circumstances.” 

According to da Silva, as part of a goal stated in the Vision 
for the Second Century, Second Decade, Rice University will 
undertake fundraising efforts to improve financial aid for 
international students in the next capital campaign, which 
will also raise funds for The Rice Investment and other 
priorities in the V2C2.

Xianglin Zhang, an international student from Changsha, 
China, said she was “pissed off” when she realized The Rice 
Investment plan excludes international students.

“I was super excited because I knew I would definitely be 
qualified for [the plan],” Zhang, a Lovett College freshman, 

said. “But then I went to the FAQ tab and I opened it and it 
said it doesn’t apply to international students. I was just so 
disappointed. By saying ‘for every Rice student,’ I think it 
implies that international students should be included, but 
it turns out it doesn’t.”

Members of the Rice International Student Association 
will meet with President David Leebron, Dean of 
Undergraduates Bridget Gorman, da Silva and the Office of 
Financial Aid after midterm recess at the latest regarding 
the exclusion of international students from The Rice 
Investment, according to Chenlin Huang, president of RISA.

“We were intending to have a town hall meeting with 
[them] where students can have a conversation with the 
Rice administration in person,” Huang, a Lovett junior, said 
in an email. “Both President Leebron and Dean Gorman 
responded and suggested to meet in a smaller format with 
the student representatives.”

RISA posted about the meeting on its Facebook page 
on Saturday and included a form for students to submit 
questions. Zhang said she submitted two questions for the 
administration: “Would The Rice Investment be open to 
international students, and if so, when?” and “What will 
Rice do to help international students in the meantime?”

Rice does not offer need-blind admission to international 
students, which means an applicant’s ability to fund their 
attendance is considered during the admissions process, 
according to da Silva. This is not true for domestic students, 
who are admitted regardless of financial need. In addition, 
da Silva said only international applicants who sought aid 
and were admitted with aid can apply for aid in future years. 

“This is a common practice among U.S. colleges and 
universities, including many top-ranked schools like 

“The Rice Investment 
ends up dividing 

the Rice community.”
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Peter Tang (Duncan ’18) said no one should ever 
have to experience what he did while trying to obtain 
urgent dental care as an international student at Rice — 
waiting outside the University of Texas Dental School 
Student Clinic at 4 a.m. for his erupting wisdom tooth.

“Unlike most of people who can make an 
appointment with their dentist, I had to pick the low 
cost route because [my international student] health 
insurance plan does not cover normal dental issues,” 
Tang said. 

Sandra Bloem-Curtis, director of international 
compliance and administration at the Office 
of International Students and Scholars, said 
international students who have visas sponsored by 
Rice are required to enroll in either the Rice University 
Aetna plan or a lower-cost, approved alternative plan 
offered by Student Assurance Services. The Aetna plan 
for international students is the same plan offered to 
domestic students, while the SAS plan, which Tang 
was on, is designed for international students. 

According to Bloem-Curtis, 889 international 
undergraduate and graduate students are enrolled in 
the Aetna plan, while 795 international students are 
enrolled in the SAS plan. 

“Both plans are comparable in value though 
differ in premiums,” Bloem-Curtis said. “Both ensure 
all international students sponsored by Rice are 
adequately covered in the event of an illness, need for 
medical evacuation or repatriation.”

Jerry Wu SID RICHARDSON COLLEGE JUNIOR, INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
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Health plan lacking, 
Int’l students say

After exclusion from aid expansion, 
international students seek support  
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The Rice administration and the City of 
Houston have agreed upon the building of 
a roundabout on Sunset Boulevard and are 
discussing the installation of a stoplight at 
Entrance 20, located at the intersection of 
Rice Boulevard and Kent Street.

Entrance 20 is the most heavily used 
entrance to campus following Entrances 
8 and 17, according to Kevin Kirby, vice 
president for administration. However, 
unlike Entrances 8 and 17, Entrance 20 
lacks a stoplight to facilitate traffic. 

“We have been focused very closely 
on Entrance 20,” Kirby said. “Generally, 
we find that where there is a stoplight, it’s 
safer to cross. We have been focused on 
trying to get a stoplight there from the city. 
Rice worked to get one at Entrance 8 and 
Entrance 17, and we’ve been working for a 
long time to get one at Entrance 20.”

According to Greg Marshall, director 
of university relations, the stoplight at 
Entrance 8 was installed in 1993 and the 
one at Entrance 17 was installed in 2002.

Kirby said the university has worked 
with the city and METRO to identify 
hazardous areas and create these changes.

“I would say the city has been great in 
their response,” Kirby said. “Not just the 
city of Houston, but also METRO, in helping 
us to do things about ‘no right turns on 
red’, bike paths, redoing the intersection 

Stanford, Brown and Columbia,” da Silva 
said. “Even institutions that practice need-
blind admission for international students 
often cap the number of international 
students they admit to limit the amount 
of financial aid awarded to international 
students. Rice‘s approach is designed in part 
to achieve a substantial representation of 
international students.”

Shuxin Zhang, an international student 
from Tianjin, China, said she did not apply for 
financial aid at Rice. Zhang said last summer 
a close family member was diagnosed with 
cancer and could no longer work, reducing 
her family’s income, but she was not eligible 
to apply for aid because she didn’t apply for 
aid during the admissions process. 

“I cannot imagine if someone who is 
already on the financial margin to have 
some misfortunes as I am having right 
now; that would be not only a loss but a 
disaster,” Zhang, a Lovett senior, said. “Rice 
doesn’t have to support me because I’m still 
financially eligible, but Rice should help 
someone in a more severe situation.”

Noor El Sonbaty, an international student 
from Alexandria, Egypt, said he founded 
RISA with Huang and two other students 
last year and will attend the meeting with 
the administration. El Sonbaty said inflation 
in Egypt a few years ago caused the cost of 
tuition for his family to double or triple. 

“There are so many moving parts,” El 
Sonbaty, a Will Rice College senior, said. 
“The university might raise tuition or Egypt’s 
economy might be unstable. It’s kind of like, 
‘I’m here, but I don’t know how long I’m going 
to be here for.’ Thankfully, I know my family 
can financially support me, but that is not 
always the case for other people.” 

Five colleges in the United States — 
Harvard University, Yale University, Princeton 
University, the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and Amherst College — offer 
need-blind admissions and full financial aid 
to international undergraduate students, 
according to several websites including 
Forbes and TopUniversities. 

Over the past 10 years, Rice has 
quadrupled the amount of financial aid 
provided to international students to almost 
$4 million, according to da Silva. Since 2009, 
da Silva said the number of international 
students receiving aid has doubled. This year, 
13 percent of the incoming freshman class are 
international students.

Wu said he hopes the administration can 
reassure international students that their 
tuition and fees will not rise as a result of 
The Rice Investment — a concern he said is 
widespread among international students.

“International students are completely 
left out of the conversation, so it hurts a 
little,” Wu said. “On the other hand, I can 
understand this decision partially because 
there is an unwritten understanding that 

usually international students do not receive 
financial aid or scholarships.”

The Rice Investment will have no impact 
on tuition, as financial aid is solely funded by 
annual donations and endowment proceeds. 
No tuition revenue is used to provide 
financial aid for other students, according to 
da Silva. 

Niky Bao, an international student from 
Beijing, said a counterargument for providing 
aid to international students is they are less 
likely to give back to Rice. Bao said if Rice 
supports international students now, they 
will be more likely to give in the future.

“If [The Rice Investment] stays what it is, 
people will remember how in college they 
had really good years but their families have 
to bear a lot for them to come here,” Bao, a 
Hanszen College junior, said. “When they 
become rich, maybe they will set up a separate 
fund for international students — just aid for 
international students only, which we don’t 
want because Rice is Rice. It’s for everyone, 
no matter if you’re international or not.”

Rice plans 
transit change

illustration by esther tang
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It’s kind of like, ‘I’m 
here, but I don’t know 
how long I’m going to be 
here for.’

 Noor El Sonbaty
WILL RICE COLLEGE SENIOR
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For identical twin sisters Loren and 
Natalie Goddard, much of their lives has 
been shared. They both go to Rice. They are 
both on the track team. But when it comes 
to residential colleges, the twins decided to 
part ways. 

But Natalie and Loren said it didn’t 
take them long to realize how different 
their living experiences really were. Loren 
is at Hanszen College, one of the colleges 
originally built more than a century ago, 
and Natalie is at Duncan College, which 
was built in 2009. 

They both said they love their 
respective colleges, but agree Hanszen 
needs work to be done. 

The university plans on launching a 
new funding campaign, at least in part to 
help fund the many Housing and Dining 
projects, according to Vice President for  
Administration Kevin Kirby.

“It will be a comprehensive campaign 
that is bigger than our last one,” Kirby 
said. “The last one raised an estimated $1.1 
billion dollars.”

Kirby said funding for big projects 
comes either from H&D surplus fund or 
generous donors. But he said funding goals 
are usually achieved by combined funding 
from both sources. 

“[H&D is] independent so all the money 
they collect is all the money they have to 
spend,” he said. 

Kirby said H&D runs an estimated $1-4 
million surplus every year and sets it aside 
to fix up serveries or dorms at the residential 
colleges. These “capital improvements” 
include smaller projects like new plumbing 
at Lovett College and big projects like the 
rebuilding of Hanszen New Section. 

Kirby said once H&D has determined the 
needs and set their priorities, they must get 
the approval of the provost, the president 
and the chief financial officer, in addition 
to the board of trustees. 

“The senior university administration, 
including the president, must approve all 

projects over $1 million,” he said. “Then 
the project is sent to the board of trustees 
for the final approval.”

He said the next step is to create a 
design team by hiring a construction firm 
and lead architect who is approved by the 
Buildings & Grounds Committee of the 
Rice Trustees. 

“The architect selection process at Rice 
is pretty rigorous,” Kirby said. “It’s no 
accident that it looks the way that it does. 
Every great architect in the world has either 
worked on this campus or wants to work on 
this campus.” 

Finally, he said a steering committee 
is created, which includes the dean of 
undergraduates, the residential college 
magisters  and selected students. According 
to Mark Ditman, associate vice president of 
H&D, the steering committee and especially 
the students who are members of the 
residential college are pivotal in making 
decisions about renovations or rebuilding. 

Giving a broad overview of the current 
conditions of the colleges, Kirby said 
Duncan, McMurtry, Brown, and Jones 
colleges on the north side are in good 
shape, especially considering the recent 
renovations at the latter two colleges. On 
the south side, Kirby said renovations 
at Will Rice, Lovett, Baker, and now Sid 
Richardson colleges have set the colleges 

up to be in good condition. 
But the accumulated surplus is usually 

not enough to fully fund big projects and 
tends to be supplemented by generous 
donations. For instance, the building of 
Duncan and McMurtry was  funded by two 
$30 million donations. Additionally, the 
$50 million new Sid Richardson building 
will deplete H&D’s surplus fund, delaying 
the rebuilding of their next major project 
on Hanszen.

As a Hanszenite, Loren said she is 
especially aware of a number of issues, from 
smaller concerns like the water pressure in 
shower heads to bigger concerns like the 
inaccessibility for students with disabilities.  

“Hanszen needs to be next,” Goddard 
said. “Hanszen has waited long enough.” 

Hypothetically, Kirby said a residential 
college could seek funding from specific 
alumni of their colleges. But he said 
the university’s funding model is more 
complicated than just reaching out to 
wealthy alumni since the university tries to 
coordinate their philanthropic efforts. 

“It’s not quite as simple as ‘Hey, let’s go 
ask the five most wealthy Hanszen alums and 
ask them for money,’” he said. “We’ll likely 
ask for money for other things too, to fund a 
new chair of the Social Sciences of the Texas 
Policy Lab, to fund a new endowed chair in 
the English department.” 

RAINIE LIN
FOR THE THRESHER

A team of students from the Rice chapter 
of Design for America has launched a 
new project to increase the wheelchair 
accessibility of serveries, according to 
Shane DiGiovanna, who will lead the 
project.

According to DiGiovanna, a Martel 
College sophomore, the project began in 
early September when Felix Wu, a Martel 
senior, reached out to DFA with concerns 
about servery accessibility for students 
with disabilities. 

According to the DFA project sketch, 
while Rice serveries are legally considered 
accessible, they are not yet fully usable 
for specific users with disabilities. The 
goal of the project is to design a successful 
prototype that will allow mobility scooter 
users to make their plate of food without a 
bystander’s assistance.

“Felix is our client, so my team is going 
to rely on his difficulties with the serveries to 
come up with a solution,” DiGiovanna said. 
“I’m giving as much useful information 
about my experience with accessibility at 
the serveries as I can while still making sure 
that Felix is the focus.”

Raj Dalal, a Wiess College junior who 
said he has had several experiences using 
a mobility scooter on campus to assist with 
injury recoveries, said accessing serveries 
was difficult and usually required the 
assistance of a friend.

“Since you are sitting down in a chair, 
you don’t have the best view of the menu,” 
Dalal said. “From the height of the scooter, 
it’s really difficult to even see the food itself 
and make your plate.”

According to Bilal Ghosn, the instructor 
for Needs Finding and Development 
in Bioengineering (BIOE 392), several 
students have expressed concerns with 
servery accessibility.

“Many of them find it difficult to 
maneuver the serveries in order to get their 
food and go and eat,” Ghosn said. “Some 
of the difficulty comes from an inability to 
reach the food with the ladles and serving 
spoons. Also, many of them had difficulty 
getting drinks from the fountain drink 
machines since they are higher than their 
reach.”

The goal is to fully implement the 
prototype by the end of the calendar 
year, according to the DFA project sketch. 
Weekly project updates will be posted on 
Rice’s DFA website and the final project 
review is slated for Dec. 1.

“In the long run, caring about others, 
which is a major part of being a Rice Owl, 
takes time and effort,” Ghosn said. “It is 
also why I have no doubts that Rice will 
continue to improve its accessibility issues 
and continue to make our campus one that 
is place of comfort for everyone.”

From the height of 
the scooter, it’s really 
difficult to even see the 
food itself and make your 
plate.

Raj Dalal
WIESS COLLEGE JUNIOR

H&D set to fundraise for renovationsAccessibility taskforce 
tackles serveries

infographic by marlena fleck
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Fence goes up around Baker quad in preparation for construction

NEWS IN BRIEF
Anna Ta

News Editor

The quad between Baker College 
magister’s house and Will Rice College 
Old Dorm has been fenced off, likely to the 
chagrin of students accustomed to the well-
worn diagonal shortcut, according to an 
email sent by Eliza Martin, Baker president.

According to Martin, a senior, 
construction will eventually begin in 
that area to construct the new Will Rice 
magister’s house. The current house, which 
is in between Will Rice New Dorm and Sid 
Richardson college, will eventually need to 

be demolished, as the new Sid Richardson 
building will utilize that space.

Although the timeline of construction 
for the new Will Rice magister house is 
uncertain, Sid Richardson students are 
projected to move into the new building in 
the fall of 2021. The current one will be 
converted into graduate student housing 
for five to seven years, according to Sid 
Richardson magister Ken WhitmIre.

Facilities, Engineering and Planning 
could not be reached at the time of print.

Student Association to investigate sexual assault support networks
Amy Qin

Asst. News Editor
The Student Association voted 

unanimously on Monday to approve 
the creation of the Rice Sexual Assault 
Survivor Resources Working Group, 
which will investigate the resources 
available to victims of sexual assault and 
identify potential areas of improvement.

Eliza Martin, the Baker College 
president, and Madison Nasteff, a 
Baker senior, proposed and will chair 
the working group. The group will be 
composed of at most 12 undergraduate 
representatives, including one STRIVE 
liaison, whom Martin and Nasteff 
will select from a pool of applicants, 
according to SA Bill #6 of the 2018-2019 
Session.

Nasteff, a survivor of sexual assault, 
said she hopes the working group 
addresses a variety of barriers currently 
faced by Rice students in the aftermath 
of sexual assault.

“Personally, I struggled most with 
the mental and financial barriers of life 
after my assault,” Nasteff said. “I hope 
that we are able to look closely at the 
mental health aspect of the survivors’ 
recovery and, in addition, focus on how 
Rice can assist survivors financially.” 

According to the SA Bill, Rice 

currently provides financial assistance 
to sexual assault victims for on-campus 
resources only. The average medical cost 
for a survivor of sexual assault is $6,737, 
according to the Truven Analytics 
Health MarketScan database. 

In the 2016-2017 academic year, 70 
students received support from Title IX 
following domestic or sexual violence. 
Out of those 70 students, 7 filed a 
report with Student Judicial Services, 
according to Director of Sexual Violence 
Prevention and Title IX Support Allison 
Vogt.

Martin said the scope of the 
problem made a campus-wide solution 
necessary.

“It wasn’t enough to do something 
just at the college level. It is something 
that needs to be addressed across all of 
campus, something that unfortunately 
the entire undergraduate body faces,” 
Martin, a Baker senior, said.

The group will conduct its 
investigation from Sept. 2018 to Jan. 
2019 and will present its findings to the 
SA in Feb. 2019, according to the SA 
Bill. Applications for the Sexual Assault 
Survivor Resources Working Group are 
currently open through Oct. 5.

at Sunset and Main and a bunch of other 
things. We are in conversation with them 
now about [the] stoplight.”

The changes come as a response to 
two fatal cycling accidents over the past 
two years, which led to the creation of the 
Mobility Safety Committee. According to 
Kirby, the MSC completed a report on the 
status of transportation on campus which 
should become available to the public in 
the next few weeks, detailing the current 
problems and new changes.

“I think the mobility safety group 
created an excellent report,” Kirby said. 
“It was the work of not just 20 people who 
were on the committee, but input from 
hundreds and hundreds of people around 
the campus. We’ve captured a lot. Have we 
captured all of it? No, but we’ve probably 
captured about 90 percent of the issues 
and have a lot of really good suggestions for 
implementation.” 

According to Kirby, the City of Houston 
already approved a plan to construct a 
roundabout on Sunset Boulevard. as a 
measure to slow down and calm traffic.

However, according to Marshall, this 
plan will take years to implement because 
it first requires the acquisition of a small 
piece of land from First Christian Church.

“They are receptive to the idea of 
selling [some of] their land to enable the 
creation of the roundabout, but the city 
has not placed the project on its Capital 
Improvement Plan, and until that happens, 
the city will not make a land acquisition 
offer,” Marshall said.

“I think all parties are in agreement, 
it’s just a matter of moving forward,” 
Kirby said. “That’s a longer term issue. For 
example, working on that intersection at 
Sunset and Main, that’ll get done in less 
than a year most likely. That roundabout 
will take several years to come into.” 

The Student Association held a forum 
at Senate regarding these future changes 
Monday, Sept. 17 and released a video 
at the beginning of the fall semester 
reminding students of cycling rules and 
etiquette. Kirby said students who want 
to get involved can join the SA or the 
MSC. Despite completing their report, the 
MSC will continue operating and taking 
suggestions. 

“I was very pleased with the response 
of the students,” Kirby said. “It takes a 
community to make us safer, and it’s a 
really big deal on campus. We need people 
to understand what they need to do to 
contribute their ideas and to ride their 
longboards, motorcycles, bicycles and 
drive in a safe manner on campus.” 

TRANSIT FROM PAGE 2FROM PAGE 1

HEALTH
According to Tang, the biggest 

challenge international students face 
is the lack of coverage for dental care. 
Bloem-Curtis said neither the Aetna plan 
nor the SAS plan provide coverage for 
dental treatment. 

According to Bloem-Curtis, any 
student, domestic or international, may 
always choose to enroll in a separate 
dental insurance policy or they may seek 
low cost dental treatments.

While neither plan covers the cost 
of dental treatment, Bloem-Curtis said 
the Aetna plan offers a dental discount 
program as an added benefit. The SAS 
plan designed for international students 
offers enrollees access to free dental 
treatment on a first-come, first-served 
basis twice a year by a dentist who makes 
visits to campus. 

However, Tang said the once-a-
semester dentist visits  with limited 
spots are insufficient. 

“A per-semester dental clinic, which 
you sign up first-come, first-serve, for 
like 40 spots, is just not enough,” Tang 
said. “Especially for college kids when 
wisdom teeth are coming out, it’s just 
very hard for them. [Domestic] students 
can go see their own dentist with their 
parent’s healthcare coverage, but 
international students can rarely make a 
trip back home and do it at home.”

Tang said he has never been able to 
use the semester dental visits not only 
due to lack of spots, but also due to poor 
communication. 

“The current system is also not the 
best for signing up for dental checkup,” 

Tang said. “I have talked to OISS about 
improving it, [and] what they did was 
sending out a warning email saying 
when the sign up link will be open, but it 
is not good enough.”

Tang said he found the one dental 
appointment he attended unhelpful.

“I was finally able to get a spot fall 
semester senior year, and the doctor 
never emailed me anything. I have never, 
once, in my four years, benefited from 
this dental free check up.”

Shryans Goyal, an international 
student, said he believes the limited 
plan options for international students 
should be expanded. 

“International students are forced to 
choose from just two of Rice approved 
plans, out of which one has significantly 
reduced benefits, and the other can 
be too expensive,” Goyal, a Will Rice 
College sophomore, said. 

Goyal also said the once-a-semester 

dental visits are inconvenient for 
international students. 

“Most students are unable to make 
the allotted times,” Goyal said.

Bloem-Curtis said the OISS and Office 
of Risk Management work to ensure the 
insurance plan options provide effective 
coverage to students.

Both the Aetna plan and the SAS plan 
have maximum out-of-pocket expenses 
that students have to pay — $4,000 
per individual per year and $2,500 
per individual per year, respectively, 
according to Bloem-Curtis. 

“These limits are set to reduce 
possible financial burden should a 
student find him [or] herself in need of 
significant medical treatment,” Bloem-
Curtis said. 

Bloem-Curtis said any international 
student facing significant unforeseen 
financial burden may speak with an OISS 
advisor to discuss additional options.

According to Bloem-Curtis, students 
are encouraged to seek medical 
treatment from providers within their 
health insurance network, which have 
been compiled by the OISS, to ensure 
cost effectiveness.

Bloem-Curtis said she is confident 
Rice’s policies are consistent with most 
universities’ policies for international 
students, and international students at 
Rice should not feel at a disadvantage if 
they are well-informed.

“Just as Rice provides a quality 
education to all of its students, it must 
provide quality health insurance options 
for its students,” Bloem-Curtis said. “Part 
of the cost of an education in the [United 
States] is a health insurance program 
that provides appropriate coverage.”

infographic by dalia gulca
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Students walk past the fence surrounding the area where construction will begin on the 
new Will Rice magister’s house.

[Domestic] students can 
go see their own dentist 
with their parent’s 
heathcare coverage, but 
international students 
can rarely make a trip 
back home. 

Peter Tang
DUNCAN ‘18
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Last week, Rice unveiled a new 
financial aid program it’s calling The Rice 
Investment. The program, lauded by this 
board in last week’s editorial, will expand 
Rice’s tuition and fee grants dramatically. 
But The Rice Investment doesn’t offer 
the same help to international students, 
who make up 13 percent of this year’s 
incoming class (see p. 1). To address this, 
the administration should set measurable 
and actionable goals for providing 
financial aid to international students. 

While Vice President for Enrollment 
Yvonne Romero da Silva stated Rice will 
undertake fundraising efforts to support 
international students as part of its next 
capital campaign, we would like to see 
a more clearly defined and transparent 
goal for the amount Rice hopes to raise. 
Just as the defined income brackets and 
$150 million fundraising effort for The 
Rice Investment will encourage a more 
socioeconomically diverse applicant pool, 
a clear commitment to increasing financial 
aid for international students as opposed 
to a vague promise would increase the 
diversity of Rice’s international student 
body — a goal outlined in Rice’s Vision for 
the Second Century, Second Decade.

There are also smaller and more 
immediate steps Rice can take to ease 
the burden on international students. 
One way Rice can take immediate action 

is allowing international students who 
did not initially apply for aid to apply in 
future years if there is a change in their 
family’s ability to afford a Rice education. 
The upcoming meeting between President 
David Leebron, Dean of Undergraduates 
Bridget Gorman, da Silva and international 
student representatives should result in 
actionable steps that can be implemented 
in a timely manner. 

The Thresher editorial board also 
questions the reasons provided for 
excluding international students from the 
plan. Da Silva claimed that it would be 
inappropriate to use the same thresholds 
abroad as in the United States. However, 
Rice could consider the average cost of 
living and household income, along with 
other factors, in other countries. Da Silva 
also compared Rice’s current policies to 
those of other top institutions like Brown, 
Stanford and Columbia. But Rice should 
aim higher. Harvard, Yale and Princeton 
all fully meet demonstrated financial need 
for international students.

Finally, we domestic students can do 
more to support international students. 
By seeking to understand the experience 
of international students and voicing 
our concerns to the administration, we 
can work to ensure a significant portion 
of the student body isn’t left out of the 
conversation.

Waking up to last Tuesday morning’s 
news about the Rice Investment, I was 
thrilled to see such a significant change 
in how we structure financial aid at Rice. 
Rice is an incredible school, and such a 
broad change will make it possible for more 
students to access a Rice education. But 
I feel it is important to mention that even 
though tuition and room and board will be 
more affordable for many students, there 
is still work to be done to make Rice truly 
accessible to lower-income students.

This accessibility should start before 
students even come to Rice. How can we 
ensure that our admissions practices are 
inclusive for lower-income students? If The 
Rice Investment does increase the number 
of applications, especially from low- and 
lower-middle-class students, how can we 
be sure that our evaluation of the “academic 
rigor” of their secondary institutions is fair? 
A report from the University of Michigan’s 
School of Education found that admissions 
officers were 26 percent more likely to 
recommend low-income students when 
provided with socioeconomic data about 
the student and their high school, like the 
number of students on subsidized or free 
lunch, the number of AP courses available 
and college admission rates. Beyond 
academics, how do we ensure we fairly 
evaluate a student who worked 30 hours a 
week to support their family compared to 
a student whose resume is decorated with 
leadership positions in various clubs? The 

admissions process is built to prioritize those 
who grew up in privilege, and I challenge 
Rice to push back against the status quo.

Once here, students are met with the 
many costs inherent to being a student at 
Rice. Beyond just tuition, fees and room and 
board, there is the cost of getting to college, 
the expenses of setting up a dorm room for 
the first time, and the cost of school supplies, 
books, online homework systems, software, 
new technology, materials for graduate 
school examinations, residential college 
events, social outings, on-campus plays, 
large cultural events, dances and medical 
services like STI testing, vaccinations, and 
emergency care. This list is by no means 
exhaustive — in fact, it barely scratches the 
surface. 

What can we do to mitigate some of 
these costs? How can we plan our events 
in ways that don’t exclude those who might 
otherwise not be able to afford them? While 
there is assistance available for low-income 
students, we should make sure they know 
how to access resources like the Magister’s 
Discretionary Fund and funding from the 

dean of undergraduates. Beyond these 
funds, which are often used for expenses 
faced when at Rice, we should look to create 
“college start-up funds” to provide low-
income students with the greatest need with 
money for one-time expenses associated 
with moving to college. And even if all of 
these funds exist, if students don’t know 
about them they won’t access them. Our 
administration needs to do a better job of 
publicizing this information. 

Beyond just having the resources and 
actively encouraging students to apply for 
them, we also need a culture that encourages 
them to access those resources without 
shame. For example, income accessibility 
needs to be made a larger part of Orientation 
Week — I believe it should be given its own 
session. Knowing these resources are going 
out to every new student makes it feel 
much less stigmatizing to reach out and 
is an important reminder to all about our 
privilege.

We also must acknowledge that while 
a Rice education is becoming more 
financially accessible, it does not mean it 
is more academically accessible, especially 
for first-generation college students or 
students from schools without extensive 
college preparation programs like AP 
or IB. Currently, the only preparation 
program we have for these students is 
Rice Emerging Scholars Program, which 
is a STEM-only program. Rice could 
expand RESP to students from all majors. 

Another option might be to create online 
preparation programming for students to 
ready themselves for the rigor of college 
writing and coursework. Yale launched 
such an initiative in 2014 which has helped 
109 students adjust to college coursework. 
Once here at Rice, do we have the necessary 
support system to ensure academic success? 
This could exist in the form of seminars, 
networking or mentorship. Just getting 
students to Rice isn’t enough — we need to 
make sure they can thrive here.

I’m proud to be a part of a school that 
is willing to invest in remarkable students 
regardless of their background. Let’s keep 
celebrating this week, this month and all this 
year. Let’s keep telling everyone we know 
to apply to Rice. Let’s feel relief at the fact 
that students returning next year will have 
to bear fewer expenses than they originally 
thought. But let’s not forget that this is 
just the first step into this era of increased 
accessibility, and that there’s always more 
that needs to be done.

 Rice’s next investment: financial accessibility beyond tuition & fees

STAFF EDITORIAL

Set specfic goals for international student aid

GRACE 
WICKERSON 
BROWN COLLEGE JUNIOR

cartoon by dalia gulca

EDITORIAL CARTOON

OP-ED

Equity in admissions
Rice doesn’t do enough to ensure 
low-income students have a chance, write 
Matthew and Nathan Archibald.
See more at ricethresher.org

Costs of College Pile Up

Just getting students to 
Rice isn’t enough — we 
need to make sure they 
can thrive here.
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Even though it’s only been five weeks, freshman violist 
Lauren Ross has made herself at home at Shepherd — she’s 
already taken many naps on the black couches in the lobby, 
which she claims is the best napping spot in all of Rice. It’s 
easy to see that she’s comfortable at Shepherd by the way 
she stakes out practice rooms, which have windows that 
overlook the Skyspace on one side. As she pushes through 
the glass doors that look more like windows to enter 
Shepherd’s courtyard, she looks so at home that it’s hard to 
imagine her anywhere else. But one year ago, Ross wasn’t 
even sure she would pursue music at all. 

Ross has been involved in music since she was 4 years 
old but only realized she wanted to pursue music in college 
the summer before her senior year of high school. She’d 
been playing the violin her whole life, but when she found 
out about an opportunity to play viola at a summer music 
bootcamp, she took it. After that camp, Ross decided to 
apply to conservatories — schools with higher education 
for music — to study viola.

 Her decision came unusually late. Music 
students apply to conservatories in the fall of their senior 
year, and according to Ross, some musicians spend up to 

a year preparing their audition music — she spent 
only two months on the process. 

Even so, she didn’t find it scary to decide so 
late in the game.

 “It was kind of a whirlwind,” Ross said 
of the application process. “But I didn’t 
have time to think about it and be scared 

about it.” 
That whirlwind of applications was what landed her at 

Rice. As a Shepherd student, Ross has 11 credit hours of 
classes aimed at training her in the skills she needs to be a 
musician. In her aural skills class, Ross and other students 
in their first four semesters at Shepherd learn to train their 
ears by performing a variety of sight-singing and interval 
exercises. In Ross’s studio class, a few students perform 
each week for the other violists and their teacher, who 
listen and give feedback.

Her schedule is packed with different music classes 
during the week. In addition to aural skills, Ross has music 
theory and orchestra rehearsals on Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays. On Tuesdays and Thursdays, she has either 
technique class or studio class. Additionally, during the 
week, she has one private lesson, one chamber coaching 
lesson and two to three chamber group rehearsals, where 
Ross rehearses pieces with a small group of string players. 

But studying music isn’t just about classes. When 
they’re not in class, MUSIs are practicing. Anytime during 
the day — in the morning while eating Mini Wheats, during 
a spare hour between classes, or after dinner — Shepherd 
students can be found scouting out practice rooms, which 
Ross said are limited but vital to practicing. Ross said she 
practices about three to four hours per day, but sometimes 
up to five depending on how much she has going on. 

Music, like any other discipline, has its challenges. 
Ross said the most difficult moments come when she’s 
practicing but not making progress. 

“Getting in those situations can be really tough because 
you feel really hopeless,” Ross said. “Music is such a hard 
path to go down that I, at least, wonder, ‘Was this the right 
path to choose?’ It’s really hard to have faith in it, even 
though I love it so much.”

Because of these difficulties and because she only 
decided she wanted to pursue music one year ago, Ross 
said she would be interested in double-majoring. Both 
of her parents are professors, so academics have always 
been a central part of her life. She’s not sure whether she’d 
want to study economics or something else, but as a music 
major, she doesn’t have the liberty to take a variety of 
classes before she decides. 

“I still think music is what I want to do, but I want to 
take a lot of academic classes to make sure that that part of 
my brain is still working,” Ross said.  

Ultimately, it’s clear that Ross is passionate about being 
a student at Shepherd. 

“I love being part of ensembles, I love playing with 
people and I love being a part of something and making 
music,” Ross said. 

For someone who discovered her passion so recently, 
she sounds pretty certain.

baker college sophomore

varsha v.

categories: ATMOSPHERE FOOD & DRINK MUSIC & DANCING INTANGIBLES OVERALL

PARTY PATROL:
BAKER CHRISTMAS

asst. features editor
ella f. Felt like Christmas in Hog-

warts. What more could you 
WANT?!

A public where people were 
having a good time but was 
not super hot and sweaty?? 

Whaaaaaaaa??!?

A-

A

Cookies! And pizza! And 
tacos! Oh my!

700 homemade cookies. 
Taco Bell. Fries. Pizza. Better 
dinner than what any of the 

serveries have on weekends.

A

A+

I’m a sucker for Yuletide bops.

Shoutout to the DJ for limiting 
Christmas trap and playing some great 
throwbacks! But I could go for a while 

without hearing Feliz Navidad.

A

A-

Spiky Christmas trees and large 
groups of people jumping are not a 

good combination. Ouch.

Who knew there would ever be a line 
out the door for Baker Christmas? 

They really stepped it up.

B

A+

It was a Feliz Navidad indeed.

We may never stop hearing the 
legends of a Baker Christmas 

private, but they did a damn good 
job of living up to it this year.

A

A+

[The conservatory 
application process] was 
kind of a whirlwind. But I 
didn’t have time to think 

about it and be scared 
about it.

 

an unconventional musi
SPOTLIGHT ON LAUREN ROSS, FRESHMAN VIOLIST

A Weight is Lifted: Students react to The Rice Investment
ELLA FELDMAN
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

MAI TON, Baker College Sophomore
At midnight on September 18, Mai Ton was celebrating 

the start of her 20th birthday with some friends. She said she 
thought things couldn’t get any better. Then someone pulled 
out their phone.

“It was like, surreal. Indescribable,” Ton said of the moment 
she heard the news. “It just felt like a weight was lifted off my 
shoulders. And the thing is, I didn’t even realize the weight 
was on my shoulders because it had become so normalized.” 

Ton will most likely spend her last two years at Rice with 
free tuition.

She said she had seen President Leebron’s tweets in 
advance of the news but was skeptical anything too significant 
would be announced. She said she even joked to her friends 
that if Rice found a way to cover her tuition, she would wear 

university merchandise every day for the rest of her college 
career and get two tattoos: owl wings on her back and “RICE” 
on her face.

Ton, who runs the fashion club 6100Main, said she hasn’t 
worn Rice merchandise since O-Week, so this was a big deal. 
Although she didn’t follow through with the bet entirely, she 
said she did spend her birthday decked out in gray and blue 
and with “RICE” painted across her forehead.

“That day, I felt really proud to be an Owl,” she said.
Mai Ton is the Thresher’s social media manager.

JOHANNAH PALOMO, Wiess College Junior
Johannah Palomo was working in the Wiess computer 

lab  when the news broke. When her friends read the 
announcement outloud, Palomo said she squealed with 
excitement.

“I was like,” she recalled before pausing dramatically, “free 
tuition?!”

Palomo already has a QuestBridge scholarship that covers 
her entire tuition, but she also has a younger brother in high 
school. Palomo said that in the past couple years, her family’s 
income has increased enough that they might not qualify for 
QuestBridge again, but not enough to alleviate financial stress.

The Rice Investment means Palomo’s family will most 
likely have to worry a lot less about affording college.

“My brother can now go to the school that I love so much 
for the same price tag, and my family won’t have to sell arms 
and legs and everything else for us to afford it,” she said. 

Palomo said she was so excited about the news that she 
almost called her dad before realizing it was past midnight.

“Getting a phone call at one in the morning from your 
daughter who’s in college is probably terrifying,“ she said.

Palomo called him the next morning. She said he didn’t 
squeal like she did, but he seemed relieved that they will most 
likely be able to continue being a Rice family. 

Read more student stories online at ricethresher.org.

courtesy lauren ross

Lauren Ross
WILL RICE FRESHMAN
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The Association of Rice University Black Alumni and 
Multicultural Community Relations in Public Affairs 

invite you to view the exhibition 

“Blacks at Rice: 
An Evolving Legacy”

The African American Library at the Gregory School
1300 Victor St.

On view from Sept. 8, 2018 to Feb. 23, 2019. 
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MISTER? I HARDLY KNOW HER! 
Crossword by Sam Rossum 

  Thresher Staff

Answers will be posted on ricethresher.org and on the Thresher Facebook page.
Bolded clues correspond to the theme. 

ACROSS
1 Greeks: Agora, Romans: ___
6 Innovative social outreach org.
9 Oxygen with a tag-along
10 At ___ end; to be flustered
12 Noble gas with a blue glow
13 “At Last” singer James
14 Common response to “Did you do the   
 readings?”  
16 9, for Caligula
17 Nintendo’s crossover fighting game abbr.
20 The Styx said “Domo Arigato” to this Mr. 
22 Sound from a lion facing the heavens?
24 Undergraduate watering hole
25 Mr. with eager eyes
27 Emblem featuring three owls for Rice
28 Condition treated by a CPAP machine
29 Poetic “before”
30 Sun ___, annual Duncan concert

DOWN
1 Fantastically furry Mr.
2 When read backwards, a type of skeleton
3 ___-Tin-Tin, famous K-9
4 Thick Japanese noodle
5 Ancient symbol for fuel efficiency?
6 Nerdy sort
7 Tantrum  
8 Implicit ones may be prejudiced
11 Mr. who makes one dance like a freak
15 Potty prefix 
17 These heores don’t wear capes
18 Bout of unrestrained excess
19 When green, good for parking
21 To express one’s stance
23 Undress with the eyes
26 Letters for lobsters?
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THE WEEKLY SCENE

OKTOBERFEST
It’s October in Houston apparently, so 
head to Buffalo Bayou Park on Saturday 
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. to partake in 
Oktoberfest. A general admission fee of 
$25 will get you entry that includes live 
music, games and a variety of craft beers.

Buffalo Bayou Park
105 Sabine St.

MOONGARDEN: 
TWILIGHT TOURS

The MoonGARDEN installation, which 
celebrates the 10-year anniversary of 
downtown Houston’s park Discovery Green, 
will feature 22 illuminated spheres ranging 
from 6 to 30 feet in diameter. Visit on 
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday at 7 p.m. to 
explore with the guidance of an artist.

Discovery Green
1500 McKinney St.

PARTY ON 
THE PLAZA

Who said downtown Houston isn’t lit? Head 
to Avenida Houston for free performances 
by The Suffers and Xenia Rubinos. Of-age 
attendees can enjoy craft beer samples while 
enjoying the music, self-defined as hip-hop/
jazz/soul. The event is on Thursday from 6:45 
to 9:45 p.m.

Avenida Houston
1001 Avenida de las Americas

CHINA DAY
Rice Chinese Students and Scholars 
Association will host a Mid-Autumn 
Festival Gala, which will include 
performances, mooncakes and lanterns. 
They have also invited the head chef of 
Spicy Girl to carve and serve Peking duck 
on site. Tickets are $6 for Rice students 
and faculty, and the event is Saturday 
from 5 to 8 p.m.

RMC Grand Hall

CHRISTINA TAN & ARJUN PEDDIREDDY
A&E EDITOR & FOR THE THRESHER

The Moody Center for the Arts unveiled 
its latest site-specific installation: “The 
Demon in the Diagram” last Friday. 
Designed, executed and painted by New 
York artist Matthew Ritchie, the exhibition 
features a multidisciplinary approach 
to conceptualizing human diagrams. 
With this approach, Ritchie explores 25 
methods of human diagramming through 
both traditional and technological means, 
subsequently drawing conclusions about 
the limitations of such exploration and the 
boundlessness of human knowledge. 

Made up of visual, auditory, interactive 
and virtual reality components, the exhibit 
is split between the Central Gallery and 
the Brown Foundation Gallery. Ritchie’s 
distinctive black mark, along with sketches 
of the 25 diagramming methods, splashes 
across the walls in both galleries and is 
accompanied by fainter scribbles that form 
threads between the diagrams. The overall 
impression gained is that of a paradoxically 
organized chaos. 

Adding to the chaos are paintings and 
light-box drawings. Square and evenly 
spaced, these visual elements are the 
most enthralling of the exhibition. In a 
seemingly rebellious statement, diagrams 
similar to those on the wall are covered 
up by dashes of colorful paint and soft 
development of cloud-like texture. Here, 
Ritchie breaks up the linear progression of 
his diagramming history with bursts of color 
and abstract form – gone is any semblance 

of organization. Given the impossible task of 
completely understanding human thought, 
the paintings seem to mock Ritchie’s 
attempt to do so.

In the Central Gallery, portable 
transparent panels hold abstract 
representations of the diagrams. These 
panels are similar in composition to the 
paintings on the wall but contain clearer 
references to the diagrams through a 
stronger emphasis on lines and mark-
making. According to the exhibition’s 
description, these panels are meant to 
be moved by the viewer as an interactive 
method of developing new connections 
between diagrams. Like the walls, the 
floor beneath the panels also contains all 
25 diagramming methods. Tasked with 
keeping the interplay of panels and the 
interactions with wall and floor imagery in 
mind, viewers might find it difficult to create 
such meaningful connections.

The wall diagrams abruptly stop before 
continuing in the Brown Foundation 
Gallery, where floor, wall, paintings 
and light-boxes attempt to extend the 
relationships seen in the Central Gallery. 
The discontinuity between the galleries 

disrupts the overwhelming chaos in a 
jarring manner – to see the entire intended 
dialogue between wall diagrams, viewers 
must repeatedly move between galleries. 
Despite this unfortunate separation, 
the Brown Foundation Gallery offers a 
redeeming, fresh element to the mix: virtual 
reality. Visitors are invited to don robes and 
wear a decorative headset before diving 
into a virtual reality world, titled “The 
Screen Game” – home to a white, boxy 
environment, similar in appearance to the 
Brown Foundation Gallery but with 3D 
diagrams and floating suns. Interactions 
with diagrams invoke explanations and 
discussions of their methodologies. Here, 
visitors can appreciate the one aspect 
of the gallery that provides context and 
background for the entire piece – hopefully 
while avoiding collisions with fellow 
patrons. 

There is something to be said about the 
chaotic, sprawling manner of the exhibition  
– the demon in the diagramming might just 
be its overwhelming obscurity. Perhaps 
intentional by Ritchie, the sheer number of 
elements to consider when viewing the piece 
makes it hard to find a cohesive whole. Even 
with every sense engaged, viewers gain little 
additional insight into the expanse of ideas 
represented in the exhibit. Contained within 
a discrete number of walls and elements, 
Ritchie’s ambitious project of cataloguing 
human thought struggles with its bounds. 

“The Demon in the Diagram” is on view 
until Dec. 22. The gallery is open to the 
public from Tuesday to Friday, from 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m., and admission is always free.

alp yakici / thresher

Visitors at the student opening view Ritchie’s paintings in the Brown Foundation Gallery. Juxtaposed against monochromatic diagramming and 
scribbling, the paintings burst forth in colorful chaos. 

‘The Demon in the Diagram’ struggles with its ambition

The demon in the 
diagramming might just 
be its overwhelming 
obscurity.

LOCAL ART

‘Maniac’: more 
than its psychedel-
ic drug scenes

TELEVISION

MICHAEL VERMEULEN
SENIOR WRITER

The new Netflix limited series 
“Maniac” is a grand, markedly weird 
science fiction tale that examines 
themes of familial relationships, 
reflections upon the past and the nature 
of reality in odd yet touching ways.

“Maniac” follows Owen (Jonah Hill), 
a paranoid schizophrenic and black 
sheep of the wealthy Milgrim family. 
Unsure of his reality, Owen signs up for 
an experimental trial for a medication 
that is claimed to be a panacea for 
mental illness. There, he meets Annie 
(Emma Stone), a beleaguered addict 
haunted by her mistakes regarding 
her sister. Unforeseen issues among 
the scientists cause the pair to become 
deeply intertwined.

The series’ most obvious success is 
its all-star cast, whose members are at 
the top of their game. Stone and Hill are 
stellar at conveying the complexity of 
their characters’ feelings, often without 
dialogue. Justin Theroux is hilarious 
as Dr. Mantleray, the mad scientist 
behind the whole project, while Sonoya 
Mizuno has a breakout performance as 
the stressed-out second-in-command 
scientist Dr. Fujita. Sally Field also 
appears in a wonderful twist as 
Mantleray’s famous psychologist 
mother, who has a very difficult and 
estranged relationship with her absurd 
son. 

The show employs a fascinating 
narrative structure, where entire 
episodes revolve around intense drug-
induced dreams. In these dreams, Hill 
and Stone play different and separate 
characters from their “real-life” selves. 

MANIAC
Genre: Dark comedy

Find it at: Netflix

[‘Maniac’] sometimes 
relishes too much in 
developing its unique 
concept rather than 
focusing solely on 
what is necessary 
to understand the 
characters’ journeys. 

Rice Media Center: ‘Shizen’
Photographer Agustín Estrada draws on 
Japanese influence to create beautiful 
showcases of nature. 
See more at ricethresher.org

SEE MANIAC PAGE 9
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VY PHAM & MAI TON
FOR THE THRESHER & THRESHER STAFF

It’s around the time when the excitement 
of starting a new school year has worn off, 
you’re sick and swamped with midterms 
and papers and your room is a pigsty of 
clothes, trash and unclean servery plates. 
Lastly and most unfortunately, you look 
like a goddamn mess. You haven’t shaved 
in a week and you’ve been wearing the 
same outfit, a Rice t-shirt and cargo shorts, 
to class every day. 

Stop! Don’t let this spiral any further 
out of control. No matter how packed your 
schedule gets, you should never let go of 
your basic grooming routine. Maintaining 
your image and ensuring that you continue 
to put forward the best version of yourself 
will only bring positive future outcomes. To 
ensure that you make the best impressions 
among your peers by unlocking your fullest 
potential, we went to the best groomed 
men at Rice to ask for their tips and have 
even added in some of our own:

SKIN CARE CAN’T BE STRESSED ENOUGH
You absolutely need to wash your 

face. EVERYDAY. And not with that Irish 
Spring bar soap that you keep on your 
bathroom shower floor. We mean actual 
face washing cleanser. You may not 
notice it, but your skin attracts grease 
and grime like Rice publics attract thirsty, 
overly ambitious freshmen. Once you’ve 
found a cleanser that works for you, 
you can begin experimenting with other 

skincare products such as 
moisturizer, BHA and AHA exfoliants to 
treat blackheads and whiteheads, facial 
scrubs to rid your face of dead skin and 
different types of face masks. However, 
seeing results in your skin takes time, 
often up to a month after starting a 
product. If you’re looking for a quick 
solution, we recommend 
using foundation. Find a 
foundation that matches 
your skin color and 
instantly vanquishes 
your acne, strengthens 
your masculinity and 
covers your hickeys. 
Make sure to blend in 
your foundation, or 
else you’ll start looking 
like Halloween came a 
month early. 

BRUSH AND FLOSS 
REGULARLY
Your shiny teeth that twinkle? Just like 
the stars in space? Your shiny teeth that 
sparkle? Adding beauty to your face? Your 
shiny teeth and you! Become the next 
Chip Skylark at Rice by keeping up with 
a good oral health routine. “You have 
food particles stuck in your teeth, [and] it 
smells. Floss,” Baker College sophomore 
Eddie Jackson said. Make sure to brush 
twice a day and floss once a day at the 
bare minimum. If you’re feeling above 
average, use mouthwash and a tongue 
scraper for that extra crispy clean breath.
GROOM YOUR EYEBROWS

The most underrated part of your face is 
probably your eyebrows. Normally, you 
don’t notice them, but if you suddenly 
shaved them off, everyone would think 
you’ve been chosen as the next lead 
role in a low budget remake of “The 
Grudge.” Maintaining your eyebrows can 
make all the difference when it comes 

to expressing your 
thoughts and feeling 
good about yourself. 
This was an adventure 
that Lovett College 
sophomore Varun 
Kataria discovered. 
“Freshmen year, I 
would look at photos 
of myself and I’d be 
like, I don’t fuck with 
these eyebrows,” 
Kataria said. “I was 
struggling for hours 
trying to get like one 

hair. So I bought the eyebrow comb, 
eyebrow scissors, eyebrow brush and 
fancy tweezers. And now I can shape 
up the bottom underneath.” Although 
eyebrow maintenance requires regular 
upkeep and does not necessarily yield 
drastic results, Kataria doesn’t care. “I 
don’t think it’s that deep, but it makes me 
feel good about myself,” Kataria said.

AVOID 5-IN-1
You ran out of all the soap in your dorm 
and you’re making a quick Target run. 
Out of the corner of your eye you spot 
it: a large bottle of 5-in-1 shampoo, 

conditioner, body wash, dish soap and 
detergent. Resist the temptation! The 5-in-1 
combo is a recipe for drying out your hair, 
skin, hands, clothes and dishes. “[It] never 
works,” Jackson said. “[It] always damages 
and strips your hair.” Instead, Jackson uses 
Cream of Nature hair lotion, hairspray and 
deep conditioner to upkeep his luscious 
hair. Find the hair products that are right 
for you and keep up with scheduled 
haircuts to ensure your locks live their best 
life.

CHAPSTICK IS KEY
Before heading out to the local public to 
drink away your stress and sorrows, make 
sure to apply a layer of chapstick. You don’t 
want to miss out on a hookup because your 
lips were too crusty. You might even want 
to invest in a cherry-flavored chapstick. 
These will ensure that your next hookup 
will not only come to fruition but will also 
leave at least an 8.5 out of 10 rating on your 
LinkedIn.

CUT YOUR NAILS 
Being so busy at Rice, it’s easy to forget to 
trim your fingernails and toenails for three 
months on end. Even worse, bacteria and 
dirt can get trapped under your nails if they 
are not taken care of. If you’re feeling extra, 
a manicure can go a long way – if not, filing 
your nails helps maintain their shape. 
Once you add these tips to your routine, 
you will have nailed your grooming basics. 

The Threadsher Exclusive is a fashion 
column written by Mai Ton and Vy Pham. 

Freshman year, 
I would look at 
photos of myself 
and I’d be like, ‘I 
don’t fuck with these 
eyebrows.’

Top: Lovett College junior Benson Xie and McMurtry College sophomore Ruizi Zeng present their mini-charrette design proposal, “Head in the Clouds.” 
Their team was among three finalists for the charrette. According to the charrette jury, the finalists will be presented with another prompt for a second 
round of elimination.
Bottom, left to right: “Cirrus,” “Head in the Clouds” and “Monkey Business” were the three finalists chosen to advance to another round of the charrette.

jessie li / thresher; illustrations courtesy of mini-charrette teams

STUDENT ART
From an elf to an old-timey con artist to 
a deadly assassin, the dream characters 
are varied and give crucial insight into 
the characters’ psyches.

With these different dream 
characters come different types of 
stories and tones, so connecting them 
to each other takes great tact. The man 
who accomplished this balancing act 
is director Cary Joji Fukunaga, best 
known for his amazing work on the 
first season of “True Detective.” As he 
did with “True Detective,” Fukunaga 
directed every episode of “Maniac,” 
demonstrating  his skills with 
world-building through the show’s 
’80s-inspired vision for an alternate 
near-future New York City. Utilizing the 
large budget given to the production, 
Fukunaga chooses important qualities 
like the saturated color palette and 
small details like a quick shot of the 
Statue of Liberty to build a solid visual 
foundation.

Arguably, the most essential aspect 
of “Maniac” is its moving emotional 
center. The metaphysical writing delves 
into its characters and finds deep 
problems there. Through its emphasis 
on their struggles, the show makes the 
audience root for the same outcome as 
the show’s scientists: the characters’ 
growth as human beings. By the series’ 
end, the audience should be prepared 
to shed tears.

For all the show’s positive 
attributes, “Maniac” is not perfect. 
Specifically, it sometimes relishes 
too much in developing its unique 
concept rather than focusing solely on 
what is necessary to understand the 
characters’ journeys. Many of these 
moments are still entertaining — like 
an over-the-top action scene where 
Stone shoots bad guys in the face — but 
they don’t add anything substantive to 
the film’s character development.

Overall, “Maniac” is a technically 
masterful, emotional roller coaster 
ride complemented by fabulous cast 
performances. The entirety of “Maniac” 
is available to stream on Netflix.

MANIAC FROM PAGE 8

Varun Kataria
    Lovett College sophomore

Every semester, Rice Architecture Society hosts 
a charrette, an intense design sprint with a 
limited timeline. This semester, the prompt was 
“The Outdoor Commons” and asked students 
to envision ways to build a healthy flexspace 
outside of Anderson Hall. Teams of architecture 
and non-architecture students tackled the prompt 
for a week before presenting to a jury.

Mini-Charrette: The Outdoor Commons
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It’s 10:30 p.m. on a hot August night as the 
women’s club ultimate frisbee team wraps 
up the first of their twice-weekly practices. 
Mosquitoes hover over the moisture-soaked 
field and the humidity is palpable in the 
evening air. The players gather together in a 
huddle and begin to chant.

“What is the gas constant?” “R!”
“What is the square root of -1?” “I!”
“What is the speed of light?” “C!”
“What is 2.71828 ... ?” “E!”
It should come as no surprise that the 

team’s cheer is so physics-oriented. After all, 
according to Lovett College senior YingYan 
Ho, the name for their team — Torque — is 
a Rice-specific adaptation of the formula 
used to calculate the magnitude of torque’s 
rotational force. Since T = r x F, Torque = 
Rice x Frisbee.

This year, Torque is celebrating the 22nd 
anniversary of its 1996 founding, back when 
the team was known as “Catch Her on the 
Fly.” Since then, the team has achieved its 
fair share of success, including victories in 
back-to-back Division III championships in 
2014 and 2015. Last spring, the team won the 
South Central Regional, going undefeated in 

their seven-game season. 
Clearly, Torque is a serious force in 

the national club frisbee landscape. But 
according to Lovett College senior Molly 
Turner, that doesn’t mean all the team 
members entered college with a competitive 
background in ultimate frisbee.

“Most of the people who show up to the 
first practice can barely throw a frisbee three 
feet,” Turner said. “We work really hard and 
we have several practices a week and we 
take [the sport] very seriously, but we want 
to make sure anyone feels welcome joining 
the team.”

So how does the team take a group 
of largely inexperienced newcomers and 
transform them into a nationally competitive 
squad? According to co-captain and Martel 
College senior Jacqui Lee, the answer 
revolves around their intensive practice 
regimen.

“We do stretching, we do sprint 
accelerations, and we also do quick drills 
just to get our hands warmed up with 
touching the disc,” Lee said. “[Then we do] 
some more long-distance throwing, just to 
practice at different distances. And then we 
usually scrimmage and go to more focused 
drills for defense [and] offense.”

Torque typically attends four 

tournaments during the regular season; this 
year, there will be one in the fall and three 
in the spring. After the regular season ends, 
they begin the regional tournament, where 
they compete to earn a bid to nationals. 
According to Baker College junior Sarah 
Downing, nationals bids are usually earned 
through a first-place finish at regionals, 
though at-large bids are possible.

At its core, ultimate frisbee is a 
relatively modern sport, harkening back to 
a group of Columbia University students in 
1968. In recent years, it has burst into the 
popular scene, and the sport was granted 
full recognition by the International 
Olympic Committee in 2015, allowing it 
to become eligible for a slot in the 2024 
Olympics. Lee said the sport’s youth helps 
foster inclusivity.

“Frisbee is a really new, young sport, and 
the barrier to entry is low,” Lee said. “That’s 
not to say that it’s not awesome, because 
you have top athletes who can run circles 
around your average [person]. But no matter 
where you’re coming from, people are 
willing to show you how to throw, because 
they remember someone else who also 
showed them how to throw, and bore with 
them too. The community is amazing.”

As a club sport at Rice, Torque can work 

with the Gibbs Recreation and Wellness 
Center to reserve practice time on Rice’s 
intramural sports fields. However, Downing 
said the team struggles with the Rec Center 
to find adequate practice space, even after 
reserving a field.

“We reserve fields like all club sports, 
but our fall practices tend to fall within 
Powderpuff season and our spring practices 
tend to fall within [IM] soccer season,” 
Downing said. “The Rec’s current policy is 
that IM takes precedence over club sports, 
which is questionable to my mind because 
we do represent Rice University as opposed 
to just a college.”

But when the team is finally able to find 
a field, the players quickly get back into 
rhythm — a rhythm that, according to Lee, 
helps shape her life off the field as well.

“For me, frisbee has taught me so much 
and made me grow emotionally, physically 
and [mentally],” Lee said. “Frisbee has 
definitely taught me a lot more balance in 
my life. When you’re on the field, you’re 
putting [other] things aside, and [saying], ‘I 
really want to dedicate myself to this at this 
point.’ And then that also allows you to — 
when you’re not on the field — to dedicate 
yourself to other things. So, I think [frisbee] 
has made me a better college student too.”

HAYDEN MAST
FOR THE THRESHER 

 The defending regular-season Conference 
USA champion Rice soccer team notched 
its first conference win on Sunday night, 
following a heartbreaking 3-2 home loss 
to Middle Tennessee State University on 
Thursday with a 3-1 defeat of the visiting 
University of Texas, San Antonio Roadrunners. 

Following the loss to Middle Tennessee, 
head coach Nicky Adams said converting 
scoring opportunities into goals was the 
Owls’ primary weakness in the defeat and 
needed improvement. 

“We can out-battle teams, we can out-
possess, but if you don’t put the ball in 
the back of the net, it doesn’t matter,” 
Adams said.

The Owls took Adams’ message to heart 
in the early going against UTSA, scoring two 

goals in the first 17 minutes of the game. The 
first came via a penalty kick in the 15th minute 
by junior Erin Mikeska, a defensive midfielder, 
who, coming into the game, had not scored a 
goal this season and had only four previous 
goals to her name over the course of her 
Rice career. Mikeska was an unlikely choice, 
having taken very few in-game penalty kicks 
previously, but she said she was calm and 
ready for her moment. 

“Me and the keeper actually had a little 
staredown [prior to the kick], and it was pretty 
intense, and I was just thinking in my head, 
‘this is going in the back of the net, this can be 
a goal,’” Mikeska said.

The crowd at Holloway Field would not 
have to wait long to see the lead doubled, 
as just two minutes later, sophomore 
midfielder Ashley Burgess capitalized on an 
assist from senior forward Marissa Topolski 
to extend the Owls’ lead 2-0. Following these 

two goals, UTSA began to pursue more 
opportunities in the offensive end, but Rice 
continued its strong play defensively and 
in the midfield, as the Roadrunners didn’t 
threaten too severely despite their nine first-
half shots. In the second half, however, the 
tide started to turn in the visitors’ favor, as 
the Roadrunners’ aggressive counterattack 
got them several opportunities in the box. 
UTSA striker Lexi Bolton converted on one 
of these opportunities in the 60th minute 
to make it a one-goal game again and, for 
the first time, put some pressure on Rice 
to do what it could not do against Middle 
Tennessee and finish strong.

The Owls responded to the challenge by 
playing stronger, more physical defense and 
taking advantage of a few UTSA mistakes to 
maintain their one-goal lead as the game 
clock dwindled toward zero. With less than 
three minutes to play, Topolski took the 

pressure off the Owls’ defense and put the 
game out of reach with a counterattack goal, 
assisted by senior defender Darcy Mickalow, 
that gave her team its final 3-1 lead. It was 
Topolski’s second goal in as many games, 
having also put Rice up 1-0 against Middle 
Tennessee, and her second of the season.

Topolski said the Owls were simply trying 
to run out the clock when she saw the chance 
to attack.

“Our gameplan at that point, with just a 
few minutes left, was to just get the ball in the 
corner and keep it, but it was such a perfect 
opportunity set up by Darcy, and being 
able to go up two goals allows us to relax,” 
Topolski said.

The Owls will look to preserve their 
momentum this coming Sunday at the 
University of Alabama, Birmingham, whose 
soccer team the Owls have not faced on the 
road since 2014.  

women’s soccer

OT Loss with First 
Conference Win

REBOUNDS FROM

Freshman midfielder Madison Kent safely dribbles past a defender from the University of Texas, San Antonio during the Owls’ 3-1 victory over the Roadrunners. Kent came on as an early substitute 
in the 38th minute, after Rice secured two early goals from junior midfielder Erin Mikeska and sophomore midfielder Ashley Burgess. Senior forward Marissa Topolski added the Owls’ final goal. 

olivia daneker  / thresher

TORQUE ANGLES FOR MOMENTUM: FRISBEE FORCE SEEKS VICTORY
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MEDIA     MINUTE MINUTEMEDIA     MINUTEMEDIA     MINUTE

EVAN MINTZ
Deputy Opinion Editor, Houston Chronicle, Hanszen ’08

Thursday, Sept. 27, 12 p.m.

Meyer Conference Room

Lunch provided

WHAT TACO BELL TEACHES US 
ABOUT OPINION JOURNALISM

Dominos pizza

Future workshops
• Shooting video on your smartphone
• Design trends and principles
• Designing an effective flyer/ad
• Using social media
• Headline writing

All workshops held on Thursdays at lunch 
in the Meyer Conference Room. 

JOSHUA ANIL
THRESHER STAFF 

In a scene eerily reminiscent of the 
2017 Owls and their anemic offense, the 
Rice football team gained only 262 total 
yards in a 40-22 loss to the University of 
Southern Mississippi on Saturday. The 
loss dropped Rice’s record to 1-3 for the 
year and handed the Owls a defeat in 
their conference opener. 

In their last two games, against the 
University of Hawaii and the University 
of Houston, the Owls’ offense had put 
up 446 and 439 yards, respectively. But 
against the Golden Eagles, they were 
almost 50 percent less effective. Rice head 
coach Mike Bloomgren said both ball 
security and quarterback protection were 
issues for Rice.

 “Offensively, it comes down to 
protecting the ball and protecting the 
passer,” Bloomgren said. “We struggled to 
do both, and we didn’t give our skill guys a 
chance to make plays down the field today. 
We didn’t strain through blocks, we didn’t 
create the holes that we need to create 
and what we talk about in this offense is 
intellectual mentality and imposing our 
will. We simply didn’t do that tonight.”

The game was initially close, with the 
Golden Eagles leading 17-15 with 7:24 
left in the second quarter. However, later 
in the quarter, Southern Miss defensive 
back Rachuan Mitchell intercepted 
Rice quarterback Shawn Stankavage, a 
graduate transfer, returning the pick 45 
yards to the Owls’ 1-yard line and setting 
up a 23-0 run for Southern Miss. 

The Golden Eagles put up 566 yards of 
total offense during their 40-point effort. 
According to junior safety Houston Robert, 
Rice’s several missed tackles contributed to 
Southern Miss’ offensive performance.

“As a defense, anytime they put up 
40 points, it leaves a bad taste in your 
mouth,” Robert said. “The biggest thing 
is we’ve got to come out and tackle 
better, keep things in front us, [and] do 
the fundamentals. Again, there’s times 
we play real well and coaches talk about 
consistency, but that’s just something we 
weren’t able to do tonight.” 

Rice’s pass defense was a particular 
trouble spot in the loss, as the Golden 
Eagles recorded 428 passing yards, 
surpassing the Owls’ total yardage for the 
game. Robert said the Owls’ struggle to 
adapt to Southern Miss’ varied offensive 
attack was a major factor in the loss.

“We knew they would throw multiple 
looks at us,” Robert said. “That’s what 
their offense is and hats off to them. They 
did a good job, but at the end of the day, 
we hurt ourselves there. They got a whole 
bunch of their passing yards in the screen 
game and quick stuff and we’ve got to 
come down and make those tackles. They 
had a couple deep balls and we’ve got to 
play over the top to keep everything in 
front of us. Again, hats off to them, but we 
didn’t play our best football.”

Though the Owls lost, senior running 
back Austin Walter had 204 all-purpose 
yards, moving him to sixth all-time in 
Rice history with 3,294 all-purpose yards. 
Walter recorded 81 yards on six rushing 
attempts, 115 yards on four kickoff returns 
and 8 yards on a single reception. But his 
performance was not enough to propel 
Rice to a victory. 

The Owls have now lost their last three 
football games, and sit at the bottom 
of the Conference USA West division 
standings. Rice’s next game is at Wake 
Forest University on Saturday, Sept. 29, as 
the Owls wrap up a stretch of three straight 
road games. 

FOOTBALL STRUGGLES IN C-USA OPENER

ERIC BARBER
THRESHER STAFF  

Rice basketball has picked up a total of eight verbal 
commitments recently, with five on the women’s side and 
three on the men’s side. The commitments from these 
players come roughly two months before the first date 
they can officially sign.

For NCAA Division I basketball, recruits can sign with a 
team during one of two periods. The early signing period 
this year begins on November 14 and ends on November 
21. After the first period, players must wait until April 17 of 
next year to officially sign. 

Women’s head coach Tina Langley returns for her fourth 
season with the Owls. The women’s team comes off one of 
their best seasons in recent memory, winning the second-
most games in program history. The 23-win team made it 
to the semifinals of the Conference USA tournament and 
subsequently earned a berth to the Women’s National 
Invitational Tournament, where the Owls fell in the second 
round. The trip to the WNIT was the first for the program 
since 2011.

The men’s team is coached by second-year head 
coach Scott Pera, who previously served three years 
as the associate head coach. The 2017-2018 year 
was a season to forget for the Owls. Winning only 
seven games, they struggled to get any momentum 
throughout the year. The Owls also lost six players due 
to transfers this past offseason.

After recruiting the high school and Amateur Athletic 
Union circuits in the past year, both programs had players 
come to Rice for their official visits. Then, at various 
points in time, the recruits verbally committed, releasing 
statements or videos via Twitter. Below is information on 
the recruiting classes for the high school class of 2019. 
(Note: These commitments are not binding.)

basketball teams pick up 
EARLY VERBAL COMMITS

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

ASHLEE 
AUSTIN

ZACH 
CRISLER

INDIA 
BELLAMY

MAX 
FIEDLER

KATELYN 
CROSTHWAIT

QUINCY 
OLIVARI

DESTINY 
JACKSON

LAUREN 
SCHWARTZ

HEIGHT: 6’0” 
POSITION: Forward

HOMETOWN: Johns Creek, GA 
HIGH SCHOOL: Northview High School

HEIGHT: 6’9” 
POSITION: Forward

HOMETOWN: Glenside, PA 
HIGH SCHOOL: La Salle College High School

HEIGHT: 6’1” 
POSITION: Forward/Center

HOMETOWN: McDonough, GA 
HIGH SCHOOL: Eagle’s Landing Christian Acad.

HEIGHT: 6’10” 
POSITION: Center

HOMETOWN: Melbourne, FL 
HIGH SCHOOL: Melbourne High School

HEIGHT: 5’10” 
POSITION: Guard

HOMETOWN: Washington, OK 
HIGH SCHOOL: Washington High School

HEIGHT: 6’3” 
POSITION: Guard

HOMETOWN: Atlanta, GA 
HIGH SCHOOL: Westlake High School

HEIGHT: 5’8” 
POSITION: Guard

HOMETOWN: Arlington, TX 
HIGH SCHOOL: Mansfield Timberview H.S.

HEIGHT: 5’10” 
POSITION: Forward

HOMETOWN: Union, KY 
HIGH SCHOOL: Ryle High School

RECAP
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TEACH FOR TESTMASTERS! Dynamic and 
Energetic teachers wanted. Starting pay 
rate is $20 to $32 per hour. Flexible sched-
ules. We provide all training, all training is 
paid, and we pay for travel. Email your re-
sume to jobs@testmasters.com.

SEEKING AFTERNOON SITTER for 2nd grad-
er in West University. Pick-up from West U 
elementary a few times a week, from 4-6pm; 
we can be flexible to work with your class 
schedule. Call or text Beth 281-841-1987.

VISIT “RD’ at the Pre-Owned Supercen-
ter on the South Loop. Used Cars For Sale 
$10k-$60k. All Cars Are Safe, Sound & 

Reliable. We can finance anyone! Call/
Text “RD” for more info. 412-965-3700 (cell 
phone).

CONVENIENT GARAGE APARTMENT (600sf) 
available across from Rice Univ baseball 
stadium. It is located behind my houst and 
has a private entrance, newly remodeled 
kitchen, floors, walls, ac and laundry facil-
ity under the apartment. All utilities are in-
cluded. I live in the attached house, so I ask 
that you keep your activities to a respectful 
volume so neighbors don’t complain. Avail-
able to show in the evening. Rent $1000. 
Contact Jaime at 832-504-4064.

CLASSIFIEDS
ADVERTISING
We accept display and classified ad-
vertisements.  The Thresher reserves 
the right to refuse any advertising for 
any reason. Additionally, the Thresher 
does not take responsibility for the 
factual content of any ad.  Printing an 
advertisement does not constitute an 
endorsement by the Thresher.

Display advertisements must be 
received by 5 p.m. on the Friday prior to 
publication.

First copy free, second copy $5.

Cash, check or credit card payment 
must accompany your classified ad-
vertisement, which must be received 
by 12 p.m. on the Friday prior to 
publication.

Shannon Klein
Business Director

thresher-ads@rice.edu 
P.O. Box 1892

Houston, TX 77005-1892
(713) 348-4801

WANTED

The Backpage is satire and written by Simona Matovic. Simona also designs the Backpage. Clearly, she’s lonely. To be her friend, or for comments or questions, please email JamesJoyceLovesFarts@rice.edu

David Leebron
@RiceRiceDavey

President Leebron has been receiving a lot of credit for taking less from students’ credit accounts with The Rice Investment. 
Unbeknownst to many, this plan started when Leebs had an awful day last week. Upon seeing Rice’s drop in national ranking, 
Leebron promptly threw out his brand-new iPhone Xs in disgust. A student found it and successfully impersonated Leebron’s 
Touch ID using a limp, wet glove. The student promptly hacked into Leebron’s Venmo account. But, once he saw all the positive 
press, he stuck with it. Here’s the behind-the-scenes of the latest addition to V2C2 via the transactions on Leebron’s account.

You paid @AdmissionsStaff  

You charged @InternationalStudents  

You paid @Fall2019StudentBody 

@USNews&WorldReport paid you 

You paid @USNews&WorldReport 

You canceled a payment to 

You paid @RiceVADA  

Overtime pay. Yes, 11% is selective. 
But I’d v like to c 2% lower. 

Full sends only, fam. (Seriously, send 
full tuition to Esther.)

It’s the start of something new. It feels 
so right, to V2C2, oh, oh.

Know your worth.

I’m not trying to pay you, but you stopped 
answering me on every other platform. I just 
want to talk. Please, come back. Niche loves 
us. Have I shown you our race/class interaction 
stats? Happiest students? Please.

Yeet. You heard quality teachers? No, 
no, I want quality RESEARCH.

I don’t know what you want. Just get 
creative with your limited space. That’s 
your thing, right? Creativity? 

4h

15h

20h

1w

1w

5w

5w

- $11,000

- $4,000,000

- $150,000,000

+ $16

- $14

--

- $0.50

@NonTenureTrack-
   Professors


